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 Stress free coloring Gorgeous flower & butterfly Pictures A color by amount just for adults! The
strain of choosing colors has ended. Enjoy bringing these basic but beautiful images to life!Relax
with this large print color by number book for adults. This coloring reserve is great for anyone
who really needs to destress, unwind, and just be present. Printed on single side pages Easy
color guidebook on opposite page Color test page Coloring tips page Bonus images from
additional coloring books Totally comforting!
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Not a complete book of color by number Excellent cover, it includes a soft texture to it. You
obtain 20 pages of great color by number photos then my disappointment occur; Disappointed
that only half of the book was color simply by . A few samples could have been okay but I was
expecting the complete book to be color by quantity and 3 of the free trial web pages I didn't like
at all therefore i tore them out of the book. So the description says 72 pages nevertheless, you do
not get even half that many to color and even less which are color by quantity. I really like both
color test web pages in leading.If you are a person who wouldn't like the quantity and guide, you
could just use any color that you wanted. I can see teenagers loving this as well. I like the
amount of detail, you will not spend hours coloring a single image but you won't be done in ten
minutes either. My sight is not so excellent and these sections are big enough that it generally
does not put extra strain in my eyes. Large Print Adult Color by Amount Book I love coloring and I
think it is a stress alleviation, but We am not the most artistic. Occasionally I can't decide what
color to use. Very easy Very easy coloring pages. A good color by amount for anyone who likes
flowers, butterflies, and backyard type scenes. Each night I end my time by coloring a full page
and I enjoy how I feel through the process. Nice color by number Pretty large designs but still
enough detail to make it interesting. Is ok.. Five Stars Nice big photos for the blind. But simply for
coloring for leisure they ...The images are large print and easy to see. I have several the other
books from Lilt therefore i knew what to expect.They're decent, but paper isn't the best quality.
But simply for coloring for leisure they're just fine. 9 web pages of sample web pages from
various other coloring books but they are not color by number... Disappointed that only fifty
percent of the book was color by number for the purchase price. I have much better books which
have more styles and better paper quality. My sight is not so excellent and these sections are big
enough that it generally does not ... Also includes bonus images from their other coloring books
aswell. I also enjoy that it is color-coded for those occasions when I don't feel just like getting
creative but just need to mindlessly color. but paper isn't the best quality. I like this book!.!!lol
Paint by quantities adult coloring book Love it! Keeps people calm Variety Grams loves it Gift for
grandma, and she loves it! It has been actually fun because I could just color and use the
color/number guide without having to think. Also contains a portion of non color by quantity
pages. Beautiful Really beautiful and fun Just what I want as a coloring novice! This reserve is
my favorite since I do not need to take into account what color to make use of where on the
page. I just began destressing via coloring. I numbered a large sheet of paper 1-20 and placed
each pencil, gel or marker pen following to the associated quantity.There are 20 color pages and
10 bonus images from other books they have. Since these web pages are not perforated, I place
a sheet of paper behind the web page I’m coloring. No decisions to make and you get yourself a
beautiful masterpiece performed by Moi Very relaxing! This may sound weird but I will probably
buy a different one. Great to flip back through pages to observe accomplishments. No decisions
to create and you get a beautiful masterpiece done by Moi!
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